Impact investing
Exciting investment opportunities with kingdom
impact and financial return for your Fund

F

or most NCF givers, sending grants to charities is how they
make a tangible difference for the causes they love. But a

growing number of givers are investing their fund balance itself
to generate charitable good.
With impact investing, your fund’s assets are invested in private companies,
venture funds, or nonprofits that are achieving spiritual or social impact. Once
the investment is made, the entity puts the money to work, and the earnings go
back into your fund.
So while furthering the causes you love, your fund has the potential to generate
financial returns. Then, you can recommend more impact investments or
continue granting to your favorite charities.

Two NCF approaches
to impact investing:
NCF has a variety of ideas for
achieving impact investing
goals and objectives:
• Select an NCF impact
investment pool
You can easily choose from
NCF’s curated impact pool
options, ranging in purpose,
type, and potential return.
• Explore other options
with our team
Impact investments range
in complexity and scope,
and we can discuss possible
solutions with you.
See back page for more details

Expanded
kingdom impact

Purposeful
growth

Wise capital
stewardship

Have charitable
impact while the
money in your NCF
fund is waiting to be
granted to the charities
you love.

Simultaneously
become a part of
today’s major causes,
and generate more
return for your
NCF fund.

Integrate the
investment of your
charitable capital into
your family’s longterm stewardship and
generosity plans.

Make your biggest impact today.
Get started by calling our team at 866.580.4483.

Traditional investing
vs. impact investing
NCF funds are traditionally
invested in our pools or
a separately managed
account (SMA) for strictly
financial returns. However,
with impact investing, your
fund balance can grow while
part of it is being invested in
kingdom-related causes.

With impact investing at NCF, now you have a powerful way to
make a spiritual impact with your fund balance, even before you
recommend grants to charities.
You give cash or
non-cash assets into
your fund at NCF

You recommend
grants to your
favorite charities
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Select an NCF impact
investment pool

• Choose an NCF impact investment pool and combine
a portion of your fund’s dollars with other NCF givers.
• Impact pools will range in availability, investment type,
related cause, geographical location, risk level, and liquidity.
• Your NCF fund’s investment is then put to work, supporting
the impact pool’s cause and growing financial returns for
charitable giving.

Explore other options
with our team

• If you already have impact investing ideas in mind, we can
discuss possible solutions with you and your advisors.
• Depending on the circumstances, solutions might include
an NCF supporting organization, or collaborating with our
friends at Impact Foundation. Another possibility is your
financial advisor vetting and recommending an impact
investment in a separately managed account (SMA) at NCF.
• Regardless of your goals, we are here to serve you as you
navigate impact investing

Make your biggest impact today.
Get started by calling our team at 866.580.4483.
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Additional benefits
of impact investing

Your NCF team is ready
to guide and support you
through all the details of
impact investments.

SHARED COMMUNITY
Join NCF’s community of
givers in creating eternal
impact across the globe
by coming together to
support impact investment
opportunities.

